
Welcome to World 
Cultures with 
Mrs. Deters
K102
sdeters@fcusd.org



Tonight’s Agenda
● Welcome

● Introductions

● Intro Class

● Go Over Course Expectations

● How Students Learn and are Graded
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Mrs. Deters
- Sac State Grad(History)

- Masters in Sport Psychology

- Moved from San Jose in 2018

- Originally from Elk Grove

- Daughter Abigail is 3, baby #2 

coming this summer

- Sports fan, especially hockey
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M
e!



The World 
Before 
Modern 
Times

The 
Development 
of Democratic 

Ideas

World War 
I and the 
Russian 

Revolution

The French 
Revolution 

and 
Napoleon

Imperialism and 
Industrialization

The West 
Between 
the Wars

World 
War II and 

the 
Holocaust

The Cold 
War

Current 
Global 
Issues

How has the definition of human rights 
evolved over the course of history?



Helpful Information
Contact Info:

 sdeters@fcusd.org

Expectations of Students

● Be proactive

○ Ask for help if you need it!

● Respect each other

● Respect me

● Respect the classroom
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What I ask of my students...
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Other Stuff
● Water ok- no other food or drinks, 

no gum.

● Recommended Supplies:

○ Writing Utensils

○ Headphones that work with 

the chromebooks

● Cell Phones get put up daily.  

● Students are responsible for the 

physical maintenance of their 

computer in class!

● Students will get a textbook. It 

should go home and live a quiet 

life on a shelf.
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Parental Expectations
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If I want to know what’s happening in class?
1. Ask your student- what was something interesting you heard 

in class today? There will inevitably be something that sticks 

with them.

2. Class homepage on the Vista site

a. Homework posted on Mondays

b. Unit Info
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Let’s Talk Grades
● Standards Based Grading

○ The goal is mastery of 

knowledge, not 

grabbing points.

● Grades in the gradebook will be based on a 

Vista Learning Target and evidence of 

mastery.

● Digital portfolios with evidence along with 

in class work and summative scores 

determine grades

● ALL work is important and must done, it 

will be reviewed but not graded.

● They will always be told what they need to 

do to demonstrate mastery. 
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4 Point Grade Scale(Same Scale in all Social Studies 
Courses
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4.0: The student demonstrates an in-depth understanding of the material by completing advanced applications 

of the material

3.0: The student has mastered the complex, targeted knowledge and skills for the class

2.0 The student understands the foundational material that supports the targeted learning, but is till working to 

master the complex material for the class.

1.0: The student is able to demonstrate an understanding of the foundational material for the class with help 

from the teacher, but still struggles when working independently.

0.0: Even with assistance from the teacher, the student shows no understanding of the material. A zero will not 

be given for missing work until the end of the semester. 



How will students learn in this 
class?
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 Learning Targets and Scale
Due the day of their summative exam
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0 = No 
Evidence of 

Learning

1 = Needs 
Assistance 

2 = Below 
Expectatio

ns 

3 = Near 
Expectation

s 

4 = Meets 
Expectations 

I need help 
and do not 
understand 
the learning 

target. 

I can 
accomplish 
some of the 

learning 
target using 
my notes, 

readings, or 
asking a 
friend. 

I can 
accomplish 
most of the 

learning 
target using 
my notes, 

readings, or 
asking a 
friend. 

I can 
accomplish 
the learning 

target 
without 

using notes.

I can accomplish 
the learning target 

without using notes 
and can make 
connections 

between what I 
learned from this 

objective and other 
parts of history. 



Classwork
- Google Classroom 

- Lecture notes

- Group Activities

- Independent Work

- Interactive activities

- Try to include the fun and quirky to 

balance the often heavy topics we 

discuss
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Week at a Glance(Every Monday)
I believe in planning ahead, so every Monday we will go over the 

plans for the week so they can plan accordingly. It is also posted to 

my webpage. 

 Plan on some level of homework each night- even if it’s just 

working on learning target reflections. They probably won’t have 

many formal assignments for homework. If they say “none” they 

might be right.
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Enlightened 
Despots Social 
Media

Probably None  Back To School 
Night, Unit 1 
Summative 
Tomorrow, 
learning target 
packet due 
tomorrow

Unit 1 
Summative in 
Class

Unit 1 
Reflection Due 
Monday

Unit 1 
Reflection Due 
Monday

E
x
a
m

p
l
e



Complete Digital 
Portfolio for each 
Unit
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What you will see in the gradebook:
Title: Scientific Reasoning

Learning Target: 1A: I can explain how scientists came to believe that reason was the 

source of knowledge and why the scientific method was created. 

State Standard: 10.2.1 Compare the major ideas of philosophers and their effects on the 

democratic revolu tions in England, the United States, France, and Latin America (e.g., 

John Locke, Charles-Louis Montesquieu, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Simón Bolívar, 

Thomas Jefferson, James Madison).

Unit Dates: 8/12-8/15

Summative: 8/15

Digital Portfolios due: 8/22
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Reassess if needed/wanted
If a student achieves a score that they don’t like or feels compelled to improve, they 

have that opportunity. 

Must utilize Flex time- I need to see evidence of studying, reassessing or completing 

additional work

Students have the entire term at their disposal, however they may not go past the week 

prior to finals to improve scores.  Students must advocate for themselves!
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Donations
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